
The Oxford Handbook oj Ecocriticism 

explores a range of critical perspec

tives used to analyze literature, f i lm, and 

the visual arts in relation to the natural 

environment. Since the publication of 

field-defining works by Lawrence Buell , 

Jonathan Bate, and Cheryll Glotfelty and 

Harold Fromm in the 1990s, ecocriticism 

has become a conventional paradigm for 

critical analysis alongside queer theory, 

deconstruction, and postcolonial studies. 

The field includes numerous approaches, 

genres, movements, and media, a s the 

essays collected here demonstrate. The 

contributors come from around the globe 

and, similarly, the literature and media 

covered originate from several countries 

and continents. Taken together, the essays 

consider how literary and other cultural 

productions have engaged with the natural 

environment to investigate climate change, 

environmental justice, sustainability, the 

nature of "humanity," and more. 

Featuring thirty-four original chap

ters, the volume is organized into three 

major areas. The first, History, addresses 

topics such a s the Renaissance pastoral, 

Romantic poetry, the modernist novel, 

and postmodern transgenic art. The 

second, Theory, considers how tradi

tional crit ical theories have expanded 

to include environmental perspectives. 

Included in this section a r e essays on 

queer theory, science studies, decon

struction, and postcolonialism. Genre, 

the final major section. explores the 

specific art forms that have animated 

the field over the past decade, including 

nature writ ing, children's literature , 

animated films, and digital media. A 

short section entitled Views from Here 

concludes the handbook by zeroing in on 

the various transnational perspectives 

informing the continued dissemination 

and globalization of the field. 



G r e g G a r r a r d is Sustainability Professor 

is the University of British Columbia. He 

is the author of Ecocriticism as well as 

numerous essays on animal studies and 

environmental criticism. 

The Oxford Handbooks offer a state-of-

the-art survey of current thinking and 

research. Specifically commissioned, 

original essays from leading interna

tional figures give crit ical examination 

to the progress and direction of debates 

in vital areas of scholarship. Oxford 

Handbooks provide scholars and graduate 

sin dents with a valuable new tool for 

understanding a wide range of schol

arly approaches toward subjects in the 

humanities and social sciences. 
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